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LAMITAK SPECIAL

THE ITALIAN JOB

Every laminate design from
Lamitak has a story to tell – and
two new collections bring the rich
history and architecture of Italy
into your very own home.

As you travel through the charming cities of Europe, you will
find design inspiration everywhere, even along the sides of the
walls and on the pavements. Stone and wood surfaces, shaped
by the weather over hundreds of years, are testament to the
passage of time. Now, it’s not an impossible dream to introduce
those individualistic and unique textures to your home. The
sights and buildings of Italy were the motivation behind two
new ranges of laminates from Lamitak – Marmo Flavio and
Rialto Pine.
Jansen Tan, the director of product design and
development for Lamitak, decided to re-create the beautiful
surfaces he saw when travelling through Rome and Venice
as laminate patterns. “These are textures you don’t normally
see in an urban environment like Singapore,” he explains.
“ I wanted to take them home with me.”

Water-damaged wood
from the canals and
boats of Venice inspired
the Rialto Pine range.

Rialto Pine

Weathered stone
walls like these,
found on the
buildings of Rome,
inspired the Marmo
Flavio range of
laminates.

Marmo Flavio

Marmo Flavio
The allure of the ancient architecture of Rome
lies in its imperfections. Take the stone walls of
its Colosseum, for example, where the walls bear
the marks and scars formed over time.
“Everything in Singapore is so structured and
well-made, contrasted with these surfaces that
speak of Rome’s long and rich history. It leaves
a lasting impression,” says Jansen. The ancient
walls of the Colosseum inspired him to create the
Marmo Flavio range of laminates, with its ultrarealistic, mottled uneven tones and dark shading.
The range, which comes in four colour tones,
is perfect for creating one-of-a-kind features
in your home. Turn an oddly placed pillar into a
realistic-looking grand stone column straight from
the streets of Rome, or hide your storage space
behind a feature “stone” wall.
* Colour may vary from actual product

Rialto Pine
The lagoon city of Venice and, in particular,
the wood along her canals, inspired the Rialto
Pine range of laminates. Constantly in contact
with water and weathered by the currents, the
wood reflects the story of Venice. Replicate a
similar narrative at home with the inscrutable
beauty of Rialto Pine.
Unlike weathered wood that has to be
processed before use in homes, laminates are
low-maintainance, and fire-retardant as well.
The large-scale woodgrains – which
come in three colour variations – will make an
impressive feature wall behind your TV console
or for cabinetry in your bathroom. For a unique
wall feature, layer different coloured wood
panels to help brighten your home.

* Colour may vary from actual product

The Marmo Flavio and Rialto Pine ranges are two new collections in Lamitak’s 2014-15 catalogue, which offers
a wide variety of unique laminates – from woodgrains to metal-lookalikes. Check out www.lamitak.com or head
down to the Lamitak showroom at 41 Sungei Kadut Ave, tel: 6366-1212.

